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Introduction

1) To further increase RHIC luminosity in 
the proton collision with higher proton 
bunch intensities, we need to compensate 
the effects from beam-beam interactions.

2) Two electron lenses are being installed 
on either side of IP10 for beam-beam 
compensation. 

3) To compensate beam-beam effects 
from IP8 with the electron lenses at IP10, 
we require that the phase advances 
between IP8  and the center of electron 
lenses to be k*PI, k is an integer.

4) In the 2013 RHIC proton operation, we 
began with the electron lattices and 
switched to standard lattices later. 



  

E-lens Lattice Parameters

E-lens lattices Standard lattices
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Integer tunes: (27. 29) for Blue e-lens lattice, (29,30) for Yellow e-lens lattice
                        (28, 29) for standard lattices  



  

Dynamic Aperture without BB 

Blue: No BB
Yellow: No BB

1) Dynamic apertures  in the tune scan at 250~GeV, with dp/p0=0.00055.
2) DAs from standard lattices are bigger than that from e-lens lattices.
3) This means that 3Qx,y resonances are stronger for e-lens lattices
    Here: IR nonlinear multipole field errors are included. 



  

Dynamic Aperture with BB

Blue: BB Yellow: BB

1) Dynamic apertures  calculated with beam-beam interactions,  with dp/p0=0.00055.
2) DAs from standard lattices are bigger than that from e-lens lattices.
3) The DA gap is bigger in the Yellow ring than in the Blue ring, in Yellow ring: ~1sigma
    Here: IR nonlinear multipole field errors are included. 



  

Spin Resonance Calculations

Based on simulation calculation: 
e-lens lattices reduce the major spin resonances  by (10-14)%, compared to standard lattices.

( Courtesy of Vahid )



  

Time Line: Running with E-lens Lattices 
Fill 17201 – 17322:  e-lens lattices
Fill 17322 (April  4 ) – 17601:  standard lattices
Fill 17396 (April 18) – 17601:  emittances reduced below 10Pi from injection
Together with lattice switch, 197 RF voltages were reduced to 100kV from 300kV     

Intensities in RHIC

Intensities in AGS

April 4

E-lens lattices Standard lattices

April 18

Injected 
Emittance 
Reduced



  

Beam Lifetime at Injection
With e-lens lattices, it was very PAINFUL to inject YELLOW beam with good lifetime:
1) We had to place injection tunes above 0.69, horizontal tunes even put to 0.698
2) Yellow tunes were then placed above 0.7 at injection from Fill 17240
3) Yellow tunes were put back below 0.7 from Fill 17312 just before switch, 
4) Struggled with 3Qx,y corrections at injection, but turned out not so helpful.    

     Fill 17239
(E-lens Lattice
  Below 0.7 tunes)

     Fill 17253
(E-lens Lattice 
above 0.7 tunes)

Fill 17315
(E-lens Lattice 
below 0.7 again)

     Fill 17333 
(Standard Lattices 
after switch but 
before emit fix)



  

Ramp Efficiencies
Lattice switch here

Physics operation 
with e-lens lattices

Ramps with e-lens lattices gave much worse ramp efficiencies for BOTH RINGS, 
comparing with the late standard lattices, which also should be linked to 3Qxy RDTs.



  

Beam Loss with Collision: Blue Ring

1) In the first 1 hour: e-lens lattices loss rates was comparable to that in2012 p-p run, 
    but  larger than 2013 standard lattices.
2) between 1-6 hours:  e-lens lattices was better than that in 2012 p-p run.
3) NOTE:  with e-lens lattices, yellow beam always had worse lifetime than blue beam. 
4) NOTE:  2013 standard lattice run used 100kV instead of 300kV 197 RF cavities.

Only fills with 
store length > 
6 hours are 
considered.



  

Beam Loss with Collision: Yellow Ring

1) In first hour: 2013 yellow e-lens lattice gave more loss than that in 2012 p-p run.
2) In 1-6 hours: 2013 yellow e-lens lattice gave more loss than that in 2012 p-p run.
3) In 2013 run:  2013 yellow e-lens lattice gave much more loss than 2013 standard yellow latt.
4) NOTE: Due to different 197RF voltage and injected emittances, 
                no direct comparison between 2013 e-lens lattices and 2013 standard lattices.    

Only fills with 
store length > 
6 hours are 
considered.



  

2013 e-lens lattices and 2012 p-p run 

2012 p-p run: standard lattices

2013 p-p run: e-lens lattices

Yellow beam lose much faster than Blue beam 

Both beams lose comparably. 



  

Luminosity & Intensities 

          1) Luminosity proportional to Np_{Blue} * Np_{Yellow}. 
          2) I suspect luminosity with e-lens lattices was still over-estimated.         

Data taken at 5 mins. 
after lumi_on event 



  

Jet Polarization Measurements 
Polarization Journey:
1) Lattice switch:   April 4, Fill 17322
2) Emittance Fix:  April 18, Fill 17396



  

Averaged Jet Measured Polarization
2013 p-p runs:

1) stores 17201-17322: e-lens lattices
    Yellow average = 44.1% ± 0.8%
     Blue average   = 47.7± 0.7%

2) stores 17323-17368: standard lattices without emittance fix
    Yellow average = 50.0% ± 0.9%
     Blue average   = 42.7% ± 0.8%

3) stores 17369 – 17601 : standard lattices with emittance fix
     Yellow average = 55.1%± 0.4%
     Blue average    = 51.7 %± 0.3%
Average for all fills: Yellow = 52.9% +/- 0.3%, Blue = 49.9% +/- 0.3%, 

2012 p-p run: standard lattice:
   (data from Wolfram's talk in NPP/PAC)
Average for all fills: Yellow = 53.5%,  Blue = 50.3%

( Courtesy of Haixin )

Observations:
1) With e-lens lattices: polarization measurements were lower than 2012 p-p run, 
especially much lower with the Yellow e-lens lattice with 44%. Blue polarization 47.7%.
2) With standard lattices before emittance fix: Yellow polarization measurements above 
50%, while Blue polarization measurements were reduced from 47% to 43%.
3) With standard lattices after emittance fix:  the Yellow measurements above 55%, 
slightly better than 2012 run;Blue measurements were close to 50%, comparable to 2012 
run. However, in the best week of polarization, both higher than 2012 run.



  

Summary
1.  2013 e-lens lattices of both rings showed low beam lifetime at injection and high beam loss 
on ramp, which was related to their large third order resonance driving terms. The corrections at 
injection worked not very well.

2.  With collisions, the 2013 Blue e-lens lattices gave comparable or even better beam lifetime 
than that from the standard Blue lattice in 2012 p-p run. However, the 2013 Yellow lattices gave 
more beam loss than that from standard Yellow lattice in the 2012 p-p run. 

3. There was no direct comparison between 2013 e-lens lattices and 2013 standard lattices 
because of different 197 RF cavities used.  

4. For e-lens lattices: polarization in the Blue ring was 3.5% higher than Yellow ring.  For the 
stand lattices with emittance fix, polarization in the Yellow ring was 4.5% higher than Blue ring.

5. Without emittance fix: 2013 e-lens Blue ring lattice gave much higher polarization than the 
standard lattices (5% absolute value), but the 2013 e-lens Yellow ring gave much lower 
polarization than the standard lattice (6% absolute value).   

6. For standard lattices with emittance fix: polarization in the Blue ring standard lattice increased 
by  9% (absolute value) and  polarization in the Yellow ring standard lattice increased by  5% 
(absolute values). Averaged values in both rings very similar 2012 run. 



  

Difficulties in Evaluating
Evaluating through numeric simulations:

1) straight-forward, easy to compare
2) but need good model of lattices, should include errors and noises
3) also need solid tracking tools

Evaluating through experiments or actual operation:

1) complicated, mostly not easy to draw conclusions, but it is a final evaluation
2) can't not only focus on the outputs, have to focus on the inputs to lattices
3) also need reliable and calibrated diagnosis, etc.

My personal opinions:
1) if reliable tracking results veto a lattice, we'd better not go with it.

    Difficulty:
    I believe tracking results but not sure if results are crucial to the actual operation
             DA is crucial to operation
             But resonance driving term, second order chromaticity may not be. 

2) if operation shows a lattice is good, it is good ( of course ).
 



  

Design Future E-lens Lattices

Beam dynamics aspects:

1) Linear lattice design should also takes into account nonlinear issues: 
    Third order resonance driving terms, second order chromaticity, etc. 
2) We have robust tracking methods and codes, and with experiences to
    determine a lattice is good or bad.
3) Success of beam-beam compensation heavily depends on the e-lens lattices,
    The higher dynamic aperture, the easier to achieve beam-beam compensation.

Spin dynamics aspects ( only questions ):

1) Do we  have reliable single- or multi-particle tracking methods and codes ?
2) How do (did) these codes benchmark (predicted) with the actual operation ?
3) What observables  can be used to evaluate beam's (not single particles) polarization ?

A good e-lens lattice:
1) MUST have  good dynamic aperture
2) MUST have decent polarization
3) Lack anyone of above two, the lattices can be dumped.



  

New Approach to E-lens Lattices

Here we also considered the phase advances between IP6 and IP8 to be 2kPi+ Pi/2, 
which reduces the second order chromaticities and increases dynamic aperture.

Yellow Ring E-lens Lattice 
100GeV, beta*=0.85m

DA with beam-beam
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